T[he]{.smallcaps} microtubule cytoskeleton is responsible for the coordinated movements of many structures in eukaryotic cells, including chromosomes, the microtubule organizing center (MTOC),^1^ organelles, and the nuclei of polarized cells such as budding yeast ([@B13]). It participates not merely as a static infrastructure, but as a dynamic network. Microtubules exhibit two major dynamic behaviors. Dynamic instability is characterized by the rate of growth (polymerization), the rate of shrinkage (depolymerization), and the frequencies of transitions between growth and shrinkage, termed rescue and catastrophe. Treadmilling results from the balanced addition of tubulin dimers to the microtubule plus end and the loss of dimers from the minus end ([@B17], [@B20], [@B29]). Additionally, microtubules have been observed to spend time in an attenuated or paused state, during which they experience no observable net change in length (for a recent review see 13). Changes in polymerization dynamics are generated by microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs) as well as other factors which localize to the microtubule cytoskeleton ([@B31]), but there is currently little information describing the effects of these proteins on microtubule dynamics in vivo.

In budding yeast, astral microtubules are most dynamic during G1, when they position the spindle before mitosis ([@B5]). Spindle positioning consists of both the migration of the nucleus to the bud site and the alignment of the preanaphase spindle to the mother-bud axis ([@B14]); the properly positioned spindle elongates into the daughter cell to distribute the chromosomes equally ([@B59]). In addition to microtubules themselves, proteins localized to microtubules and the cell cortex are required for spindle positioning in yeast ([@B25], [@B27], [@B33], [@B36], [@B46], [@B47]), presumably through the production of force and the generation of microtubule attachment sites at the cortex. For example, deletion of the gene for cytoplasmic dynein reduces microtubule dynamics and alters mitotic spindle position ([@B5]).

Recently, several proteins have been identified that promote, rather than decrease, microtubule dynamic instability. These include *Xenopus* XMAP215, which has the novel effect of increasing the growth and shrinkage rates (the growth rate increase is proportionally greater than the shrinkage rate increase) and decreasing the rescue frequency, producing a net increase in instability without reducing microtubule length ([@B18], [@B51]). The echinoderm EMAP promotes dynamic instability by increasing the growth and shrinkage rates and inhibiting rescue ([@B19]). Two additional destabilizing factors are the oncoprotein OP18, which sequesters tubulin dimers and increases the catastrophe frequency ([@B2], [@B30]), and the kinesin-related protein XKCM1, which increases catastrophes ([@B53]). Although OP18 regulates microtubule dynamics in the egg extract system, the OP18 knockout mouse develops normally and is not predisposed to tumor formation ([@B42]). Here, we provide evidence in living cells that Bim1p shares this property of promoting the dynamic instability of microtubules.

Bim1p is the sole budding yeast member of a highly conserved family of proteins which localize to the microtubule cytoskeleton ([@B1], [@B43]). The first member of this family, human EB1, was cloned by its interaction with the carboxyl terminus of the tumor suppressor protein adenomatous polyposis coli (APC), a domain deleted in the majority of colon cancers ([@B49]). EB1 has been localized along nuclear and cytoplasmic microtubules throughout the cell cycle, as well as to the tips (plus ends) of cytoplasmic microtubules ([@B4], [@B34]). Another member of the family, RP1, isolated by differential display of mRNAs induced upon T-lymphocyte activation, also localizes to and binds microtubules ([@B23], [@B39]). The functions of the human proteins are unknown, but based on the high degree of conservation across species, they are postulated to play a similar role in regulating the behavior of microtubules.

In this report, we demonstrate that Bim1p promotes microtubule dynamic instability, predominantly during the G1 phase of the cell cycle. Deletion of *BIM1* decreased the microtubule shrinkage rate and the frequency of rescues and catastrophes, and it increased the proportion of time spent pausing, resulting in shorter, less dynamic cytoplasmic microtubules. Coincident with the G1 specific reduction in microtubule dynamics, cells lacking Bim1p had a severe defect in spindle position. Bim1p functionally opposed the kinesin Kar3p: simultaneous deletion of *BIM1* suppressed the temperature sensitivity of a *kar3Δ* mutant and produced microtubules of intermediate length between the two single mutants. Although deletion of *KAR3* corrected the spindle position defect of the *bim1Δ* mutant, it did not restore microtubule dynamicity. Because deletion of *BIM1* produces a remarkably similar phenotype to treatment of mammalian cells with chemotherapeutic drugs ([@B22]), it is possible that the activity of EB1 proteins may be altered by these agents.

Materials and Methods {#MaterialsMethods}
=====================

Strains, Media, and Genetic Techniques
--------------------------------------

Genotypes of the yeast strains used in this study, all isogenic or congenic with W3031a, are listed in Table [I](#TI){ref-type="table"}. Media, genetic techniques, cell cycle synchronization with α-factor, and lithium acetate transformation were as described ([@B40]). Integrating plasmids were integrated at the marker locus.

BIM1 Deletion and Epitope Tagging
---------------------------------

A precise deletion of the *BIM1* coding sequence (*bim1Δ*) was created by one-step gene replacement with the selectable marker Kan^r^ ([@B52]). The DNA fragment used to generate the deletion was made by PCR of the kanMX2 module using the forward primer 5′-[AAAAGCAAGGAT]{.ul} [AATATTCCACCAAATCAGGGACGAAGCA]{.ul}CAGCTGAAGCTTC- GTACGC-3′ and the reverse primer 5′-[AATACATATTCGAAAA]{.ul} [CAATACTGCTTTTTAGTTCTCAAC]{.ul}GCATAGGCCACTAGTGGA- TCTG-3′ (homologies to the immediate upstream and downstream flanking regions of the *BIM1* open reading frame are underlined). Gene replacement was verified by Southern blotting.

The *BIM1* promoter and coding sequence were recovered separately by PCR from a plasmid-borne genomic *BIM1* allele (a gift from Bee-Na Lee and Elaine Elion, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA). Primers for the open reading frame were 5′-CCAGGACTT[GAAT]{.ul} [TC]{.ul}AATGGAGTGCGGGTATCGGAG-3′ and 5′-GCAG[CTCGAG]{.ul}TTAAAAAGTTTCCTCGTCGATGATC-3′ (EcoRI and XhoI restriction sites are underlined), and primers for 1.2 kb of noncoding sequence upstream of the open reading frame, *BIM1* promoter, were 5′-GCAC[GAGCTC]{.ul}TATGTTGGAACCACAGTGTAGATAC-3′ and 5′-GGTC[GGATCC]{.ul}CTGATTTGGTGGAATATTATCC-3′ (SacI and BamHI restriction sites underlined). The coding sequence for the green fluorescent protein (GFP) incorporating the codon changes for optimal expression in yeast as well as the fluorescence increasing chromophore mutations S65G and S72A (yEGFP1) ([@B9]) was PCR amplified using the primers 5′-GTAC[GGATCC]{.ul}ATGTCTAAAGGTGAAGAATTATTCACTGG-3′ and 5′- CATG[GAATTC]{.ul}GCTTTGTACAATTCATCCATACC-3′ (BamHI and EcoRI restriction sites are underlined). The XhoI-KpnI fragment containing the *CYC1* terminator was obtained from the pRS416 ([@B45])-based vector FB1545 ([@B37]). These fragments were sequentially ligated into the centromeric plasmid pRS316 ([@B45]) to create a plasmid for GFP-Bim1p expression (PB1225). Functionality of this construct was confirmed by complementation of the mating defect of the *bim1Δ* strain.

Northern Blotting and Western Blotting
--------------------------------------

Northern blotting was performed on total yeast RNA (5 μg) from cells arrested with 5 μm α-factor and harvested at 10-min intervals after release, using a 500-bp probe generated with Prime-It II (Stratagene). Cell synchronization was verified by cell morphology.

For Western blotting, denaturing whole yeast cell extracts were prepared by the NaOH/β-mercaptoethanol method of Yaffe and Schatz ([@B58]). Primary antibodies were rabbit anti--α-tubulin (345-4) and anti--β-tubulin (206-3) (gifts of Frank Solomon, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA \[54\]), rabbit anti-GFP (gift of Aaron Straight, Harvard Medical School), and rabbit antiactin (gift of Rong Li, Harvard Medical School).

Fluorescence Microscopy
-----------------------

The fluorescence plasmids encoding GFP-Tub1p (pAFS125), a gift from Aaron Straight and Andrew Murray (University of California, San Francisco, San Francisco, CA), and Nuf2p-GFP (pKG67), a gift from Jason Kahana (Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Boston, MA) and Pam Silver (Dana-Farber Cancer Institute), were transformed into *BIM1* (L4852) and *bim1Δ* (PY2592) strains; 24 transformants were screened for maximum fluorescence. GFP-Tub1p is controlled by the *TUB1* promoter. Similar to GFP-Tub3p under the control of the galactose promoter ([@B5]), GFP-Tub1p cannot fully complement a *tub1Δ* mutation, but it does not adversely affect the growth rate of the cells. The Nuf2p-GFP fusion protein, which marks the spindle poles, complements a *nuf2Δ* mutation ([@B14], [@B24]).

Nuclear morphology was assessed by fluorescence microscopy in cells stained with the nuclear dye DAPI (Boehringer Mannheim). 700 cells from each strain were counted for calculation of the percentage of binucleate budded cells. Spindle orientation was measured in live cells expressing Nuf2p-GFP, or in fixed cells stained by indirect antitubulin immunofluorescence, in which the spindle pole bodies were parfocal, using a single combined DIC/GFP image in which fluorescence and visible light were viewed simultaneously through a DIC filter. 200 cells were counted for each strain. For microtubule length and number measurements, static images of fields of live cells expressing GFP-Tub1p were acquired on two or three separate days and combined, and length measurements were made from 150--300 cells.

Time-lapse analysis of live cells was performed on log phase cells in G1, preanaphase (as assessed by the presence of a short bipolar spindle), and anaphase, grown on SC medium supplemented with adenine. 1.5 μl of a suspension of these cells was pipetted onto a thin layer of medium and 1% agarose, sandwiched between a glass slide and a coverslip, and sealed with a mixture of equal parts Vaseline, paraffin, and lanolin. The cells were viewed with a Nikon ECLIPSE E600 fluorescence microscope (Nikon Inc.), equipped with a 100-W mercury arc illuminator, a 100× Planapochromat 1.4 NA strain-free oil immersion objective, and the Endow GFP filter set (excitation 450--490 nm, dichroic 495, emission 500 nm LP) (Chroma Scientific). Images were acquired with a Hamamatsu 4742-95 Orca digital cooled charge coupled device (CCD) camera (which uses the 1280 × 1024 Sony Interline chip) (Hamamatsu Photonics). The Ludl Biopoint z-axis focus motor, filter wheel, and shutter controller (Ludl Electronics) as well as the CCD camera were controlled by Openlab Software (Improvision).

Time-lapse series were obtained using an automated protocol which acquired a series of 2 × 2 binned images every 8 s. Each time point consisted of a sequence of 8--10 fluorescence images in Z-focal planes 0.3 μm apart. To reduce photodamage, 7/8 of the light was attenuated by a neutral density filter and exposure time was limited to 250 ms (conditions that appeared to cause less photobleaching than shorter, brighter exposures). Only microtubules whose entire three-dimensional length was encompassed within the stack of Z-focal plane images were included in subsequent analyses. A single DIC image was obtained at the end of each time-lapse series for confirmation of cell outline and the presence or absence of a bud. Typical movies lasted for 2--10 min. For technical reasons, our study was limited to microtubules in the *bim1Δ* mutant that were long enough to measure, and hence it was biased to this longer population. Where appropriate, several cells from the same movie or multiple microtubules from the same cell were analyzed. During all experiments the ambient temperature of the room was maintained at 23°C.

Image Analysis and Measurements
-------------------------------

All image manipulations and measurements were performed using Openlab Software. For spindle orientation measurements, the angle formed between the spindle and the mother-bud axis, as well as statistical comparisons, was calculated using Microsoft Excel software (Microsoft Corp.). For time-lapse movies, each set of Z-focal plane images was combined to form a single two-dimensional projection. At each time point, the length of the microtubule in this projection was measured in quadruplicate and averaged; its height in the z-axis was determined by counting the number of sections containing an in-focus portion of the microtubule. These values were used to calculate the true three-dimensional microtubule length using Microsoft Excel. Statview software (Abacus Concepts) was used for the construction of life tables and calculation of dynamic rates. Use of these three-dimensional lengths instead of the two-dimensional projections produced up to a 30--40% increase in rates, depending on the orientation of the microtubule relative to the z-axis.

Microtubule dynamics rates were calculated using the bivariate plots constructed with Statview software. Growth and shrinkage were defined by a line with an R^2^ value of ≥0.85 and a net change in length of ≥0.7 μm. (This criterion resulted in inclusion of brief growth or shrinkage events with large slopes, and longer duration events with smaller slopes.) Pauses were defined as events lasting ≥24 s (four or more data points) in which no statistically significant growth or shrinkage occurred. Catastrophes were defined as transitions to shrinkage after a growth or a pause; rescues was defined as transitions to growth after a shrinkage or a pause. The frequency of catastrophe and rescue was calculated by dividing the total number of events by the total evaluable time in all movies of the category being analyzed. In general, based on fluorescence intensity, we believe that we were observing single microtubules and that we could differentiate true rescues from apparent rescues caused by superimposition of microtubules. However, we could not rule out the possibility that in a rare case two or more bundled microtubules were behaving as a group, leading to a falsely elevated rescue frequency. Time allocation measurements were calculated by adding together all time spent in a given state and dividing by the total evaluable time. Because our definitions of growth, shrinkage, and pausing generally required a sustained behavior ≥24 s, brief periods of time during some experiments remained unclassified. The dynamicity parameter ([@B50]) was expressed as total dimers gained and lost per second for each population of microtubules. Comparisons of statistical significance were by *t* test.

Electron Microscopy and Analysis
--------------------------------

*BIM1* and *bim1Δ* strains were prepared for electron microscopy using the method described previously ([@B57]). Briefly, aliquots from log-phase cultures were collected by vacuum filtration, the cell paste was transferred to sample holders, and the samples were frozen in a Balzer\'s HPM010 high pressure freezer. The frozen cells were then freeze-substituted in 2% OsO~4~ and 0.1% uranyl acetate in acetone at −90°C for 3 d, then warmed to −20°C. The samples were kept at −20°C overnight, then warmed to room temperature and embedded in Epon-Araldite. Serial 50-nm sections were cut using a Reichert Ultracut-E microtome and collected onto formvar-coated copper slot grids. The sections were post-stained with 2% uranyl acetate in 70% methanol and aqueous lead citrate. Sections were viewed in a CM10 electron microscope (Philips Electronic Instruments Co.) operating at 80 kV. Serial micrographs through spindle pole bodies from 10 *bim1Δ* and 5 *BIM1* cells were collected. The serial negatives were digitized using a Dage 81 MTI video camera into a Silicon Graphics INDY computer. The digitized images were then aligned, and the cytoplasmic microtubules tracked and modeled using the IMOD software package ([@B26]).

Results {#Results}
=======

Bim1p Localizes to the Spindle and the Tips of Cytoplasmic Microtubules
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

We examined the localization of Bim1p in living cells using a functional GFP-Bim1p fusion protein expressed from the native *BIM1* promoter. Bim1p fluorescence was visible in nearly every cell at every stage of the cell cycle (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In cells containing a short bipolar spindle, GFP-Bim1p fluoresced in a bright band along the length of the spindle (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, A and H). Following anaphase, fluorescence was maintained along the length of the spindle but was brightest at the poles and in the region of microtubule overlap at the spindle midzone (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, B, C, F, and G). In the cytoplasm, fluorescence usually (80% of cells) appeared as an intense spot or spots in the expected position of cytoplasmic microtubule tips, equivalent to the plus ends ([@B28]) (arrows). This discontinuous localization contrasts the more uniform microtubule localization seen when the protein was overexpressed from the *ACT1* promoter ([@B43]), but the tip fluorescence is remarkably similar to the recently reported staining of human EB1 and RP1 ([@B23], [@B34]). The potential enrichment of Bim1p at microtubule ends has implications for models to explain the role of Bim1p in regulating microtubule dynamics in vivo.

bim1Δ Cells Have Shorter Cytoplasmic Microtubules
-------------------------------------------------

Observation of the microtubule cytoskeleton in *bim1Δ* mutant cells by either indirect immunofluorescence or GFP tubulin fluorescence revealed a cell cycle--dependent change in the length of cytoplasmic microtubules (data not shown and Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} A). During G1, the cytoplasmic microtubules in exponentially growing cells were shorter in *bim1Δ* than in *BIM1* cells (mean length 1.05 μm vs. 1.59 μm, *P* \< 0.0001). Synchronization in G1 with the mating pheromone α-factor accentuated this effect on microtubule length (mean length 1.52 μm in *bim1Δ* vs. 2.60 μm in *BIM1*, *P* \< 0.0001). By contrast, during anaphase the mean length was slightly greater in *bim1Δ* compared to *BIM1* cells (1.56 μm and 1.32 μm, *P* = 0.03). Cell size did not differ between the strains at any cell cycle stage (data not shown).

By fluorescence microscopy, microtubules can be reliably measured once their length reaches 0.5 μm. When we performed electron microscopy of *bim1Δ* mutant cells, we saw additional, even shorter microtubules in the 100--200-nm range that were not present in wild-type controls. Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} B shows an example of the cytoplasmic outer plaque of the yeast spindle pole body with cytoplasmic microtubules emanating from it. The mean length of these short microtubules was 79 nm. We were also able to visualize the spindle pole bodies and the proximal (minus) microtubule ends by electron tomography, and these both appeared morphologically normal (data not shown). Based on these images, we hypothesized that Bim1p would affect microtubule assembly in a cell cycle--specific manner.

Cytoplasmic Microtubule Dynamics in Wild-Type Cells
---------------------------------------------------

Cytoplasmic microtubule dynamics were measured in living cells expressing GFP-Tub1p under the control of the *TUB1* promoter. The level of expression of the GFP-Tub1p fusion protein was approximately one-fourth that of untagged α-tubulin (see Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, lanes 5 and 6). The GFP-Tub1p fusion protein produced uniform fluorescence along nuclear and cytoplasmic microtubules similar to that seen by indirect immunofluorescence in fixed wild-type cells, and the growth rates of strains containing GFP-Tub1p were indistinguishable from the corresponding nonfluorescent strains (data not shown). Initial observations of the microtubule movements in living cells revealed dynamic changes in the length of microtubules coupled with vigorous pivoting and swiveling of the microtubules about the spindle pole body. We used a measure of microtubule length determined from the two-dimensional projection of the microtubule in a composite of Z-focal plane sections and the path through serial Z sections at every time point (see Materials and Methods). This technique eliminated underestimates of rates based on the length of the two-dimensional projection alone and expanded the analysis to include microtubules that made excursions out of the focal plane.

In *BIM1* cells, cytoplasmic microtubules exhibited dynamic instability in vivo as has been described ([@B5], [@B44]), but the rates were considerably faster in our system than previously reported. There was greater microtubule dynamic instability during G1 than in preanaphase or anaphase, and this was due to increases in the shrinkage rate as well as both transition frequencies. These dynamic changes, discussed in more detail below, are illustrated in the time-lapse sequences of a *BIM1* cell in the G1 phase of the cell cycle, shown in Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} A, and in the life history tables in Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} A, and summarized in Tables [II](#TII){ref-type="table"} and [III](#TIII){ref-type="table"}.

In *BIM1* cells, microtubules were most dynamic during the G1 phase of the cell cycle. The shrinkage rate was significantly faster than the growth rate during G1 (shrinkage 3.2 μm/min vs. growth 2.2 μm/min, *P* = 0.006, Table [II](#TII){ref-type="table"}). These rates were faster than the shrinkage and growth rates in anaphase, which were 2.2 μm/min and 1.6 μm/min, respectively (the difference in shrinkage rates between G1 and anaphase was statistically significant, *P* = 0.007). Rates were similar in preanaphase compared to anaphase (preanaphase shrinkage rate 2.7 μm/min and growth rate 1.7 μm/min). In addition to growth and shrinkage rates, the frequency of dynamic transitions was greater in G1 compared to mitosis. In G1, catastrophe and rescue frequencies were 0.008/s and 0.007/s, respectively, compared to the preanaphase catastrophe frequency of 0.004/s and rescue frequency of 0.002/s, and the anaphase catastrophe frequency of 0.007/s and rescue frequency of 0.004/s.

A comparison of time distribution between growing, shrinking, and pausing was also informative (Table [III](#TIII){ref-type="table"}). During G1, when the shrinkage rate was faster, the amount of time spent shrinking was similar to the rest of the cell cycle, but the amount of time spent growing was greater. *BIM1* cells spent 51% of their time growing during G1, vs. 38% of their time growing during anaphase. For comparison, we also used the dynamicity parameter ([@B50]), which takes into account the total activity during the microtubule lifetime. Dynamicity was increased 1.6-fold during G1, 44 dimers/s vs. 27 dimers/s during mitosis. Thus, although microtubule length was similar in G1 and mitotic cells, microtubules in G1 cells were significantly more dynamic, with faster shrinkage rates, more frequent catastrophes and rescues, and less time spent pausing. The microtubule lengths predicted from multiplying the mean growth rate with the mean time spent growing correlated well with the lengths measured in static images of *BIM1* cells (predicted length 1.7 μm vs. measured length 1.6 μm in G1; predicted length 1.6 μm vs. measured length 1.3 μm in mitosis).

bim1Δ Cells Have Abnormal Cytoplasmic Microtubule Dynamics during G1
--------------------------------------------------------------------

One explanation for the reduction in microtubule length and number in the *bim1Δ* mutant could be that Bim1p functions as a classical MAP and stabilizes microtubules ([@B6]). However, as alluded to above, dynamic behavior cannot be predicted from the microtubule lengths in static images. In fact, the overall effect of *BIM1* deletion was to make microtubules significantly less dynamic than in *BIM1* cells, demonstrating that Bim1p promotes dynamic instability.

The most dramatic differences between microtubule dynamics in *BIM1* and *bim1Δ* cells were observed during the G1 phase of the cell cycle. During G1, the shrinkage rate of microtubules in the *bim1Δ* mutant was 1.8 μm/min, compared to the rate of 3.2 μm/min in *BIM1* cells (*P* = 0.002, Table [II](#TII){ref-type="table"}). By contrast with *BIM1* cells, where shrinkage was significantly faster than growth, the growth rate was equivalent to the shrinkage rate in *bim1Δ* cells during G1. In preanaphase and anaphase, the growth and shrinkage rates showed a trend, not statistically significant, to slower rates in the *bim1Δ* mutant compared to *BIM1* cells.

Transition frequencies were also lower in the *bim1Δ* mutant. During G1, the catastrophe frequency in *bim1Δ* cells was twofold less than in *BIM1* (0.004/s, vs. 0.008/s) and the rescue frequency was threefold less than in *BIM1* (0.002/s vs. 0.007/s). In preanaphase, the catastrophe and rescue frequencies were more similar between *bim1Δ* and *BIM1* (catastrophe frequencies 0.002/s in *bim1Δ* vs. 0.004/s in *BIM1*; rescue frequencies 0.001/s in *bim1Δ* vs. 0.002/s in *BIM1*). During anaphase, transition frequencies rose again slightly (catastrophe frequencies 0.005/s for *bim1Δ* vs. 0.007/s for *BIM1*; rescue frequencies 0.002/s for *bim1Δ* vs. 0.004/s for *BIM1*). During G1, the dynamicity of microtubules in *bim1Δ* cells, 12 dimers/s, was 3.7-fold lower than the wild-type level of 44 dimers/s. Consequently, microtubules in *bim1Δ* cells showed greater dynamicity during mitosis than G1. Because our analysis was limited to microtubules in the *bim1Δ* mutant that were long enough to measure, it might not be representative of the population as a whole; however, based on the electron micrographs which showed very short microtubules in G1 *bim1Δ* cells, we believe the measured dynamicity is likely to be conservative, rather than to exaggerate the effect of *BIM1* deletion. The decreases in dynamic instability are illustrated in Figs. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and summarized in Table [II](#TII){ref-type="table"}.

Microtubules in *bim1*Δ cells exhibited a marked increase in the amount of time spent in the paused state during G1 (66% vs. 16% in *BIM1* cells, Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} B and Table [III](#TIII){ref-type="table"}). This increase in pausing was entirely accounted for by a decrease in the time spent growing (8% of G1 spent growing by microtubules in *bim1Δ* cells vs. 51% in *BIM1* cells). During preanaphase, microtubules in *bim1Δ* cells spent 22% of their time pausing and spent 32% of their time growing (compared to 51% of time spent growing during preanaphase in *BIM1*). Microtubules in *bim1Δ* cells spent 21% of their time shrinking in G1, compared to 47% in preanaphase. During anaphase, the time distribution in *bim1Δ* was nearly identical to *BIM1* (27% spent pausing, 33% spent growing, and 28% spent shrinking). Thus, microtubules in *bim1Δ* cells spent less time growing and more time pausing during G1. The rate of shrinkage was statistically different from *BIM1*, and both catastrophe frequencies and the time distribution were markedly altered. As with *BIM1* cells, the microtubule lengths predicted from the dynamics parameters correlated well with the measured lengths (predicted length 1.0 μm vs. measured length 1.1 μm in G1; predicted length 1.5 μm vs. measured length 1.6 μm in mitosis). Taken together, these data support the conclusion that, rather than acting as a microtubule stabilizing factor, Bim1p promotes microtubule dynamics.

To assess whether the Bim1p-specific effect on microtubule dynamics was related to changes in the concentration of α- and β-tubulin, Western blotting for tubulin was performed in cells growing asynchronously or arrested in G1. Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows that α- and β-tubulin levels were equivalent in *BIM1* and *bim1Δ* strains, both during growth and during α-factor--induced G1 arrest, as well as in the *BIM1* and *bim1*Δ strains expressing GFP-Tub1p used for microtubule dynamics measurements.

Bim1p Regulates Nuclear Microtubule Function
--------------------------------------------

The compactness of the yeast mitotic spindle prevented us from visualizing nuclear microtubule dynamics in the *bim1Δ* mutant. However, two lines of evidence suggest that Bim1p is important for nuclear microtubule function. First, cells with simultaneous deletion of *BIM1* and the gene encoding the spindle assembly checkpoint protein Mad1p were inviable, suggesting that *BIM1* deletion activates the spindle assembly checkpoint (data not shown). Second, electron micrographs of *bim1Δ* cells showed aberrant spindle structures not observed in wild-type controls. Fig. [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of a budded *bim1Δ* cell whose spindle pole bodies have duplicated but a bipolar spindle is not present. Instead, cytoplasmic microtubules intersect at right angles between the two poles. Such a structure could represent an intermediate in spindle formation or a collapsed bipolar spindle. This spindle morphology has not been seen in the *BIM1* control or in other wild-type cells examined.

BIM1 Is Transcriptionally Regulated
-----------------------------------

We performed Northern and Western blotting to test whether *BIM1* was cell cycle regulated. *bim1Δ* cells expressing a functional GFP-Bim1p fusion protein from the *BIM1* promoter were released from an α-factor arrest and cells harvested every 10 min through 2 cell cycles. *GFP-BIM1* (and untagged *BIM1*) mRNA was cell cycle regulated, peaking during G1-S and dropping during mitosis (Fig. [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} A and data not shown), consistent with its observed effect on microtubule dynamics which predominates during G1. This cell cycle regulation of mRNA was similar to the fluctuations in *BIM1* mRNA seen by whole genome microarray analysis ([@B8]). Western blotting for the GFP epitope showed a significantly blunted fluctuation in the amount, and no change in the electrophoretic mobility, of Bim1p during the cell cycle (Fig. [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} B). The same result was obtained using Bim1p fused to an HA epitope tag (data not shown). Thus, although *BIM1* was transcriptionally regulated, under these conditions the levels of epitope-tagged Bim1p were less affected. The cell cycle effect of Bim1p on microtubule dynamics may therefore be regulated by posttranslational modifications, or by a functional interaction with another protein.

bim1Δ Cells Have a Nuclear Position Defect
------------------------------------------

The principal function of cytoplasmic microtubules in yeast is to position the nucleus properly during growth and mating ([@B21]). To investigate the consequences of shorter, less dynamic cytoplasmic microtubules caused by *BIM1* deletion, we examined nuclear positioning in *bim1Δ* cells during vegetative growth. Nuclear position, consisting of both nuclear movement close to the bud neck and alignment of the spindle angle relative to the mother-bud axis, was measured in live cells containing the spindle pole body protein Nuf2p fused to GFP ([@B24]). In the *bim1Δ* mutant, the localization of Nuf2p-GFP at the poles was more diffuse than in *BIM1* cells (data not shown), but the growth of the *bim1Δ* strain containing Nuf2p-GFP was only minimally reduced (doubling time 2 h vs. 2.2 h at 24°C). As shown in Fig. [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, cells lacking *BIM1* displayed a random orientation of the preanaphase spindle relative to the mother-bud axis (the mean spindle orientation angle was 43° in *bim1Δ* cells vs. 32° in *BIM1* cells) and an increased distance between the nucleus and the bud neck (the mean distance from the proximal spindle pole to the bud neck was 2.1 ± 1.2 μm in *bim1Δ* cells vs. 1.0 ± 0.4 μm in *BIM1* cells). This nuclear position defect in *bim1Δ* cells was also observed by indirect antitubulin immunofluorescence (see Fig. [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"} C).

While spindle position in the *bim1Δ* mutant was abnormal, relatively few *bim1Δ* cells went on to execute an abnormal anaphase and produce binucleate mother cells. By DAPI staining, 4% of budded binucleate *BIM1* cells retained both nuclei in the mother cell, whereas in the *bim1Δ* cells 5% of budded binucleate cells retained both nuclei in the mother (*n* = 700, data not shown). Why are the consequences of abnormal spindle position so mild in the *bim1Δ* background? In *bim1Δ* cells with misoriented anaphase spindles, we observed a consistent pattern of spindle correction (*n* = 5). Fig. [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"} shows a time-lapse series of one such cell, in which a cytoplasmic microtubule enters the bud neck, contacts the lateral cortex of the bud, and appears to pull the elongated spindle through the neck. During the initial part of this correction process, sliding appears to occur without depolymerization. Cytoplasmic dynein and Kip3p are candidate motors for producing this sliding force ([@B5], [@B14]), and, consistent with this idea, deletions of both of these proteins produce synthetic lethality with *bim1Δ* (data not shown).

Spindle Elongation Kinetics Are Mildly Reduced in bim1Δ
-------------------------------------------------------

Once properly positioned, the yeast spindle elongates through the bud neck. Elongation of the spindle reflects concerted changes in kinetochore, pole to pole, and interdigitating microtubules that undergo simultaneous polymerization, depolymerization, and sliding within the nucleus, as well as pulling forces on the nucleus generated by cytoplasmic microtubules. It follows a biphasic pattern consisting of an initial rapid elongation phase followed by a period of slower continued elongation ([@B24], [@B48], [@B59]). The initial phase of spindle elongation was mildly reduced in *bim1Δ* cells, at 0.41 μm/min, compared to 0.59 μm/min in *BIM1* cells (*P* = 0.07, *n* = 7), while the slow phases were equivalent at 0.18 μm/min in *bim1Δ* cells and 0.22 μm/min in *BIM1* cells. This small decrease in the initial, rapid phase of spindle elongation in *bim1Δ* cells suggests a subtle effect of Bim1p on some microtubule populations later in the cell cycle, and it could be due to an effect on either nuclear (pushing) or cytoplasmic (pulling) microtubules.

Bim1p and Kar3p Have Opposing Effects on Microtubules
-----------------------------------------------------

The effect of Bim1p loss on G1 microtubule dynamics--- slowing of the shrinkage rate, reduction in the frequencies of catastrophe and rescue transitions, and increase in the pause time---produced shorter microtubules. We hypothesized that *BIM1* deletion might produce a net opposing effect to mutations that increase microtubule length, such as deletion of *KAR3.* Kar3p protein levels were unchanged by *BIM1* deletion (data not shown). We investigated the synthetic phenotype of a *bim1Δkar3Δ* double mutant and found that deletion of *BIM1* suppressed the temperature-sensitive growth defect of the *kar3Δ* mutant (Fig. [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"} A). This suppression correlated with an intermediate microtubule length during G1, the time when these mutations produce the most dramatic effects. Fig. [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"} B shows the microtubule morphology in representative fields of single and double mutant cells arrested in G1 with α-factor, by indirect antitubulin immunofluorescence. *kar3Δ* mutant cells expressing GFP-Tub1p grew poorly relative to *kar3Δ* cells, so this analysis was not performed in living cells.

As discussed above, *bim1Δ* mutant cells are defective in positioning the mitotic spindle. Examination of spindle position in single and double mutant cells by indirect antitubulin immunofluorescence revealed correction of the *bim1Δ* spindle position defect by simultaneous deletion of *KAR3* (Fig. [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"} C). While the Bim1p and Kar3p mechanisms and sites of action (discussed below) may differ, these results demonstrate that the loss of opposing activities can produce normal appearing microtubule structures which correlate with suppression of defects in cell growth and spindle position. This cross-suppression between *bim1Δ* and *kar3Δ* did not extend to the microtubule-based process of karyogamy (data not shown). It was relatively specific to *bim1Δ* and *kar3Δ*, as other mutations which shortened microtubules, such as deletion of *BIK1* ([@B3]), could not rescue *KAR3* deletion, and other mutations which lengthened microtubules, such as deletion of *DYN1* or *KIP3*, could not suppress the *bim1Δ* phenotypes.

To better understand the mechanism of the *bim1Δkar3Δ* interaction, we measured microtubule dynamics in the *bim1Δkar3Δ* double mutant expressing GFP-Tub1p, as done above for the *bim1Δ* single mutant. Strikingly, microtubule dynamics in the *bim1Δkar3Δ* double mutant during G1 were like those in the *bim1Δ* single mutant. During G1, the microtubule shrinkage rate was 2.1 μm/min, the rescue and catastrophe frequencies were 0.004/s and 0.003/s, dynamicity was 17 dimers/s, and the percentage time pausing was 17% (Tables [II](#TII){ref-type="table"} and [III](#TIII){ref-type="table"}). During preanaphase and anaphase, the parameters were similar to those of the wild-type strain, also as observed with the *bim1Δ* single mutant. These measurements suggest that simultaneous deletion of *KAR3* is able to functionally suppress the effects of *bim1Δ* on microtubule length and spindle orientation without suppressing the effects on microtubule dynamics directly.

Discussion {#Discussion}
==========

Microtubule Dynamics in Living Cells
------------------------------------

Previous descriptions of microtubules in living wild-type yeast cells were discrepant in their conclusions regarding cell cycle changes in microtubule dynamics. Carminati and Stearns noted cell cycle-specific changes in microtubule dynamics, whereas Shaw et al. found rates to be similar in G1 and mitosis ([@B5], [@B44]). Our findings that microtubules were at their most dynamic during G1, and that shrinkage rates were uniformly faster than growth rates, support the attractive hypothesis of Carminati and Stearns that increases in cytoplasmic microtubule dynamics before mitosis facilitate spindle positioning ([@B5]). Microtubules underwent frequent, rapid pivoting and swiveling motions about the spindle pole bodies, although its quantitation was beyond the scope of this study. These pivoting motions are likely to contribute substantially to the mechanism of microtubule-based searching for cortical attachment sites.

Unlike the previously reported values for microtubule dynamics rates in vivo ([@B5], [@B44]), rates of growth and shrinkage in our study were on the order of three- to fourfold faster. There are both technical and biological explanations which may account for the differences in rates between studies. The technical advance in our system was the determination of microtubule lengths which took into account their projection as well as their path through serial Z-focal plane sections. As noted by Shaw et al., measuring the two-dimensional projection alone results in an underestimate of rates ([@B44]). Other explanations for the differences in dynamics rates include strain background, cell ploidy (haploid or diploid), GFP construct (Dyn1p-GFP, GFP-Tub3p, or GFP-Tub1p), and sugar source (glucose or galactose). Elucidation of the relative importance of these biological differences may explain important aspects of microtubule dynamics regulation. As an example, in haploid cells which undergo the axial budding pattern, the spindle is transported to the opposite side of the cell following cell division ([@B7]), and this movement may be achieved, in part, by greater microtubule dynamic instability in haploid cells than in diploid cells.

Bim1p Regulates Microtubule Dynamics in a Cell Cycle--specific Manner
---------------------------------------------------------------------

The *bim1Δ* mutation caused cytoplasmic microtubules to be shorter and less dynamic during G1, without affecting the total concentrations of α- and β-tubulin in the cell. *BIM1* deletion dramatically decreased microtubule dynamicity, through a decrease in the shrinkage rate, decreases in both the catastrophe and rescue frequencies, and a redistribution of time from growing to pausing, and these effects were primarily observed during G1. From the *bim1Δ* phenotype, we infer that Bim1p belongs to the emerging class of microtubule-binding proteins which promote dynamic instability.

The *bim1Δ* mutation dramatically increased the time microtubules spent in the paused state. The appearance of pausing could result either from treadmilling, from the interruption of dynamic instability, or from microexcursions too rapid or too small for detection. Pausing was an integral part of the lifetimes of microtubules in *BIM1* cells, and it was greatly accentuated in the *bim1Δ* mutant, in the same cell cycle pattern as other changes, suggesting that Bim1p increases dynamic instability by interrupting these periods of pausing.

Microtubule pausing has been observed under a variety of conditions. In vitro, yeast microtubules spent 51% of the time in the paused or attenuated state ([@B11]). In quiescent Swiss 3T3 cells, microtubules at the leading edges spent significantly more time pausing than in cells stimulated with serum ([@B10]). Chemotherapeutic drugs such as Taxol, Estramustine, and Vinblastine have been shown to suppress microtubule dynamics in vitro ([@B12], [@B38], [@B56]); treatment of living cells with Vinblastine significantly increased the duration of pauses and the total pause time ([@B15]). These results suggest that the effects of some antimitotic agents might be due to the disruption of interactions between microtubules and associated regulatory proteins. Based on the severe reduction of dynamicity in the *bim1Δ* mutant, members of the EB1 family are possible candidates for proteins displaced by antimitotic drugs. The finding that Taxol inhibits the in vivo association of EB1 and microtubules ([@B34]) is consistent with such a mechanism.

Mechanistically, there are several ways in which Bim1p could increase the dynamic behavior of microtubules. Growing and shrinking microtubules have been found to have distinctly different structures at their ends. Because we observed an apparent concentration of Bim1p at microtubule ends, it is appealing to speculate that Bim1p may lower the energetic barrier between growing and shrinking structures at the microtubule growing end. One mechanism by which binding of Bim1p could increase the rate of growth would be through alteration of tubulin GTPase activity.

Bim1p has also been identified at the spindle poles by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) mass spectrometry ([@B55]), consistent with the GFP-Bim1p fluorescence pattern. Bim1p may also affect microtubule minus end dynamics, or it may regulate a protein such as Kar3p, which exerts its effects at the minus ends. By electron microscopy, however, the minus ends of microtubules in the *bim1Δ* mutant appeared capped, similar to wild-type controls, and simultaneous deletion of *KAR3* did not restore wild-type dynamicity to microtubules. Thus, we favor the interpretation that Bim1p acts at the plus ends of microtubules to promote dynamic instability.

A second finding that remains to be fully explained is the cell cycle specificity of Bim1p in regulating cytoplasmic microtubule dynamics. Because the localization and the concentration of epitope-tagged Bim1p varied less than twofold during the cell cycle, Bim1p activity may be regulated by posttranslational mechanisms. Alternatively, constant Bim1p activity may be counteracted by cell cycle--dependent changes in other proteins that affect microtubule dynamics.

Functional Consequences of BIM1 Deletion
----------------------------------------

A likely consequence of the reduced dynamicity of microtubules in the *bim1Δ* mutant is a decrease in the opportunity of cytoplasmic microtubules to contact and search the cell cortex. These interactions may be important for nuclear positioning relative both to the bud neck in mitosis and to the projection tip and partner nucleus during mating and karyogamy (nuclear congression). Consistent with this idea, we observed a severe spindle position defect in the *bim1*Δ mutant, and, as has been described ([@B43]), a dramatic bilateral karyogamy defect in *bim1Δ* × *bim1Δ* crosses (Fig. [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} and data not shown). In multicellular organisms, members of the *BIM1*/EB1 family may perform similar roles, positioning the nucleus or MTOC in polarized cells.

A recent study proposed a novel checkpoint in yeast which delays the completion of cytokinesis until the mitotic spindle is correctly positioned ([@B35]). Bim1p was postulated to play a major role in this checkpoint, because deletion of *BIM1* completely abolished the cell cycle delay which occurred in response to a defect in spindle position (generated by inactivation of the dynactin component Act5p). These findings raised the question of whether Bim1p has a role in the checkpoint mechanism independent of its function in regulating microtubule dynamics. We favor the interpretation that, by increasing microtubule dynamics, Bim1p promotes microtubule-cortex interactions that help to sense, or are sensed by, the cytokinesis checkpoint machinery.

Our findings highlight an interesting paradox in the yeast spindle positioning process. We note that cells lacking Bim1p have a spindle orientation defect, similar to the type of defect that Bim1p is proposed to detect. However, spindle mispositioning in *bim1Δ* cells is efficiently corrected and does not lead to the accumulation of multinucleate or binucleate unbudded cells. In other words, the spindle position defect of *bim1Δ* cells does not require the Bim1p-dependent delay for its correction. Although the mechanism for this error correction is unknown, a likely candidate for pulling the spindle rapidly through the bud neck is the dynein/dynactin complex. The *bim1Δ* spindle position defect may be rapidly corrected by dynein motor activity, while the spindle position defect in dynactin mutants may elicit an alternate, less efficient pathway of spindle repositioning.

Bim1p Functionally Opposes Kar3p
--------------------------------

Kar3p is a kinesin motor protein that promotes minus end microtubule depolymerization in vitro and localizes to the poles in vivo during vegetative growth ([@B16], [@B32], [@B41]). We found that the *bim1Δ* mutation suppressed the inability of *kar3Δ* mutant cells to grow at 37°C, and that the double mutant cells had improved spindle position relative to the *bim1Δ* single mutant. This cross-suppression between *bim1Δ* and *kar3Δ* may be due to a net effect on cytoplasmic microtubule length, because *bim1Δkar3Δ* cells arrested in α-factor had microtubule lengths similar to *BIM1KAR3* cells and of intermediate length compared to each single mutant. Overall, the interaction between *bim1Δ* and *kar3Δ* is reminiscent of the interaction of *kar3Δ* with *tub3Δ* (the minor α-tubulin), and the suppression of the *kar3Δ* vegetative phenotypes by the microtubule destabilizing drug Benomyl. Additionally, the parameters of microtubule dynamicity were similar to those of the *bim1Δ* single mutant: slower shrinkage rate, greater pause time, and fewer transitions during G1 than wild-type controls. Dynamicity during G1 was 17 dimers/s in the *bim1Δkar3Δ* double mutant (similar to 12 dimers/s in the *bim1Δ* single mutant, compared to 44 dimers/s in wild-type cells). Presumably, Bim1p and Kar3p regulate microtubule length independently of each other.

Bim1p Is a Conserved Microtubule-binding Protein
------------------------------------------------

*BIM1* is the sole budding yeast member of the family of EB1-related genes. Like human EB1 proteins ([@B4], [@B23], [@B34]), Bim1p localizes to spindle microtubules and cytoplasmic microtubule ends throughout the cell cycle. It will be interesting to see whether EB1 family members will promote microtubule dynamics in higher cells, and whether the G1 specific effect of Bim1p, presumably important for nuclear positioning, is retained among other EB1-related proteins. Human EB1 was identified as a binding partner of APC in cells derived from the polarized colonic epithelium ([@B49]), and human RP1 mRNA was found to be upregulated during T cell activation, a process during which the T cell becomes polarized ([@B39]). One could imagine that similar to increases in spindle microtubule dynamics which facilitate capture of the kinetochores during mitosis, changes in cell polarity may require increases in cytoplasmic microtubule dynamics to facilitate movements of the nucleus or MTOC during interphase. EB1 family members may mediate increases in microtubule dynamics during processes which require regulated cell polarization.
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:   adenomatous polyposis coli
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:   green fluorescent protein
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:   microtubule-associated protein
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:   microtubule organizing center
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Strains Used in this Study

  Name        Genotype                                                                                                       Source
  -------- -- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- ------------
  L4852       *MAT* **a**; *ura3-1; leu2-3, 112; his3-11, 15; ade2-1; trp1-1; GAL*+*; can1-100*                              Elion
  PY2592      *MAT* **a**; *ura3-1; leu2-3, 112; his3-11, 15; ade2-1; trp1-1; GAL*+*; can1-100; bim1::Kan^R^*                This study
  PY2370      *MAT* **a**; *ura3-1; leu2-3, 112; his3-11, 15; ade2-1; trp1-1; GAL*+*; can1-100; TUB1-GFP::URA3*              This study
  PY2376      *MAT* **a**; *ura3-1; leu2-3, 112; his3-11, 15; ade2-1; trp1-1; GAL*+*; can1-100; bim1::KAN^R^;*               This study
                *TUB1-GFP::URA3*                                                                                             
  PY2597      *MAT* **a**; *ura3-1; leu2-3, 112; his3-11, 15; ade2-1; trp1-1; GAL*+*; can1-100; NUF2-GFP::URA3*              This study
  PY2598      *MAT* **a**; *ura3-1; leu2-3, 112; his3-11, 15; ade2-1; trp1-1; GAL*+*; can1-100;*                             This study
                *bim1::KAN^R^; NUF2-GFP::URA3*                                                                               
  PY2599      *MAT* **a**; *ura3-1; leu2-3, 112; his3-11, 15; ade2-1; trp1-1; GAL*+*; can1-100; bim1::Kan^R^; {PB1225}*      This study
  PY2593      *MAT*α; *ura3; leu2; his3; ade2; trp1; kar3::TRP1; bim1::Kan^R^*                                               This study
  AFS462      *MAT*α; *ura3; leu2; his3; ade2; trp1; kar3::TRP1*                                                             Murray

![Localization of GFP-Bim1p. Images of asynchronously grown *bim1Δ* cells expressing GFP-Bim1p from the *BIM1* promoter are shown. These images are two-dimensional composites of Z-focal plane series 0.5 μm apart. Arrows indicate microtubule distal ends. Bar, 1 μm.](JCB9811016.f1){#F1}
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Cells lacking *BIM1* have shorter cytoplasmic microtubules during G1. (A) Fluorescence images of GFP-Tub1p in *BIM1* and *bim1Δ* cells. Bar, 1 μm. (B) Serial section electron micrographs through the spindle pole bodies of *BIM1* and *bim1Δ* cells. (Top) *BIM1* cell. Two cytoplasmic microtubules (MT) can be seen at the outer plaque of the spindle pole body (SPB). Complete serial sections through the SPB of this cell revealed three cytoplasmic microtubules. Bar, 50 nm. (Bottom) *bim1Δ* cell. Three cytoplasmic microtubules can be detected. Complete serial sections through the SPB of this cell revealed four cytoplasmic microtubules. Bar, 50 nm. (C) Cytoplasmic microtubule lengths in *BIM1* and *bim1Δ* cells expressing GFP-Tub1p. 150--300 cells were measured for each condition. The box plot shows the median length (line in the center of the box); the box contains 50% of the data points surrounding the median, the outer bars contain 80% of the data points surrounding the median, and the dots are the outlying 20% of data points (see inset).
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![Steady-state tubulin levels are unaffected by deletion of *BIM1. BIM1* and *bim1Δ* cells were grown asynchronously (lanes 1, 2, 5, and 6) or arrested with α-factor (lanes 3 and 4) and Western blotting was performed on cell lysates. (Top) Anti-- α-tubulin blot. Cells simultaneously expressing endogenous α-tubulin and GFP-Tub1p, used for the microtubule dynamics measurements (lanes 5 and 6), show an additional band at ∼80 kD, which represents the fusion protein. (Bottom) Anti--β-tubulin blot.](JCB9811016.f5){#F5}

![Cytoplasmic microtubule dynamics in living cells expressing GFP-Tub1p. The sequences shown are two-dimensional projections of Z-focal plane series 0.3 μm apart; the interval between images is 8 s. (A) Unbudded (G1) *BIM1* cell. The arrow points to a cytoplasmic microtubule that grows 1.8 μm in 48 s and then begins to shrink. (B) Unbudded (G1) *bim1Δ* cell. The arrow points to a cytoplasmic microtubule that undergoes a continuous pause for 232 s (it appears to shrink somewhat in the last 12 frames because it rotates out of the focal plane). Bars, 1 μm.](JCB9811016.f3){#F3}
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*BIM1* deletion reduces cytoplasmic microtubule dynamics in G1. *BIM1* and *bim1Δ* cells expressing GFP-Tub1p were imaged by time-lapse microscopy at 8-s intervals. Life history plots were constructed from measurements of three-dimensional microtubule length (see Materials and Methods) versus time. The scale is the same for each plot. (A) Cytoplasmic microtubule dynamics in G1 cells. (B) Cytoplasmic microtubule dynamics in mitotic (preanaphase or anaphase) cells.
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Cytoplasmic Microtubule Dynamic Rates and Frequencies

  Parameter                  Genotype          G1                          Preanaphase                 Anaphase
  ----------------------- -- -------------- -- ------------------------ -- ------------------------ -- ------------------------
  Growth rate                *BIM1*            2.17 ± 0.26 (*n* = 38)      1.73 ± 0.63 (*n* = 13)      1.57 ± 0.28 (*n* = 17)
                             *bim1Δ*           1.76 ± 0.38 (*n* = 6)       1.45 ± 1.28 (*n* = 11)      1.30 ± 0.18 (*n* = 15)
                             *bim1Δkar3Δ*      1.56 ± 0.69 (*n* = 11)      1.05 ± 0.53 (*n* = 7)       1.17 ± 0.31 (*n* = 9)
  Shrinkage rate             *BIM1*            3.20 ± 0.24 (*n* = 33)      2.68 ± 0.58 (*n* = 13)      2.19 ± 0.26 (*n* = 23)
                             *bim1Δ*           1.82 ± 0.23 (*n* = 13)      1.83 ± 0.42 (*n* = 15)      2.03 ± 0.30 (*n* = 21)
                             *bim1Δkar3Δ*      2.07 ± 0.96 (*n* = 11)      1.47 ± 0.57 (*n* = 7)       1.31 ± 0.50 (*n* = 15)
  Catastrophe frequency      *BIM1*            0.0083 (*n* = 30)           0.0036 (*n* = 8)            0.0066 (*n* = 18)
                             *bim1Δ*           0.0035 (*n* = 8)            0.0024 (*n* = 6)            0.0048 (*n* = 15)
                             *bim1Δkar3Δ*      0.0029 (*n* = 8)            0.0035 (*n* = 6)            0.0055 (*n* = 10)
  Rescue frequency           *BIM1*            0.0067 (*n* = 24)           0.0023 (*n* = 5)            0.0044 (*n* = 12)
                             *bim1Δ*           0.0022 (*n* = 5)            0.0012 (*n* = 3)            0.0023 (*n* = 7)
                             *bim1Δkar3Δ*      0.0037 (*n* = 10)           0.0029 (*n* = 5)            0.0039 (*n* = 7)
  Dynamicity                 *BIM1*            44.2                        27.1                        27.3
                             *bim1Δ*           12.0                        26.2                        23.2
                             *bim1Δkar3Δ*      17.1                        19.8                        23.2

For *BIM1*, in G1 19 time-lapse sequences lasting a total of 3,600 s were obtained; in preanaphase, 11 time-lapse sequences lasting a total of 2,222 s were obtained; in anaphase, 12 time-lapse sequences lasting a total of 2,724 s were obtained. For *bim1Δ*, in G1 15 time-lapse sequences lasting a total of 2,307 s were obtained; in preanaphase, 10 time-lapse sequences lasting a total of 2,521 s were obtained; in anaphase, 16 time-lapse sequences lasting a total of 3,106 s were obtained. For *bim1ΔkarΔ*, in G1 15 time-lapse sequences lasting a total of 2,726 s were obtained; in preanaphase 5 time-lapse sequences lasting a total of 1,701 s were obtained; in anaphase 12 time-lapse sequences lasting a total of 1,813 s were obtained. Rates of growing and shrinking are presented in μm/min ± SEM. Frequencies of rescue and catastrophe are in events/s. Dynamicity is expressed as dimers/s for the population. The *n* refers to the number of events.  
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Time Distribution Among Growing, Shrinking, and Pausing

                     G1       Preanaphase      Anaphase                                                   
  --------------- -- ----- -- ------------- -- ---------- -- ----- -- ----- -- ----- -- ----- -- ----- -- -----
  *BIM1*             51%      26%              16%           51%      24%      21%      38%      29%      28%
  *bim1Δ*             8%      21%              66%           32%      47%      22%      33%      28%      27%
  *bim1Δ kar3Δ*      17%      23%              52%           33%      30%      34%      22%      48%      20%

Microtubule life history plots were used to calculate the percentage of time spent growing, shrinking, and pausing during three phases of the cell cycle in *BIM1*, *bim1Δ*, and *bim1Δkar3Δ* cells.  

![Aberrant spindle structures in the *bim1Δ* mutant. Two spindle pole bodies (SPB1 and SPB2) are seen in the mother cell, yet the nucleus (N) can be seen in the bud. Nuclear microtubule arrays (nMT) emanate from the SPBs but do not form a bipolar spindle. Complete serial sections through the SPBs show numerous cytoplasmic microtubules (cMT) at the SPB. Bar, 0.5 μm.](JCB9811016.f6){#F6}

![*BIM1* is transcriptionally regulated. *GFP-BIM1* cells were arrested in G1 and samples were taken at 10-min intervals after release. Cell cycle position was confirmed by cell morphology. (A) Northern blotting was performed using a probe to the *BIM1* coding region (top). Northern blotting of the same samples for the *ACT1* mRNA is shown for comparison (bottom). After normalization to actin levels, the difference from the G1/S peak to the trough during mitosis was fourfold. (B) Western blotting was performed using a polyclonal antibody to the GFP epitope. Western blotting for actin is shown below for comparison. After normalization to actin levels, the difference from the G1/S peak to the trough during mitosis was 1.9.](JCB9811016.f7){#F7}

![Nuclear position defect of *bim1Δ* cells. *BIM1* and *bim1Δ* cells expressing the spindle pole marker Nuf2p-GFP were grown asynchronously, and preanaphase cells were photographed for spindle measurements. The spindle angle was calculated as the angle between a line drawn through the mother-bud axis and a second line drawn between the two spindle poles. 200 cells combined from two independent experiments were measured. (Left) Distribution of spindle angles; (right) spindle angle plotted against distance to the bud neck, measured from the proximal spindle pole body. (A) *BIM1*; mean angle 32°; mean distance to the bud neck 1.0 ± 0.4 μm. (B) *bim1Δ*; mean angle 43°; mean distance to the bud neck 2.1 ± 1.2 μm.](JCB9811016.f8){#F8}
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Functional opposition between *bim1Δ* and *kar3Δ*. (A) *bim1Δ* suppresses the temperature-sensitive growth defect of *kar3Δ* cells. Serial fivefold dilutions of the indicated strains were grown at 24°C and 37°C for 2 d. (B) *bim1Δ kar3Δ* cells have cytoplasmic microtubules of intermediate length during G1. Indirect antitubulin immunofluorescence was performed on strains arrested with α-factor. (C) *kar3Δ* suppresses the spindle orientation defect of *bim1Δ* cells. Spindle orientation angle relative to the mother-bud axis was calculated in 200 cells from each strain, using indirect antitubulin immunofluorescence.
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![Correction of the spindle position defect in a *bim1Δ* cell. *bim1Δ* cells expressing GFP-Tub1p were photographed by time-lapse microscopy. The images are shown from a representative cell with a misoriented anaphase spindle that was rapidly repositioned. Each image is a two-dimensional composite of a Z-focal plane series of 0.3-μm sections; the interval between images is 16 s. Bar, 1 μm.](JCB9811016.f9){#F9}
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